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INTERNSHIP 2009:
GREEN EMPOWERMENT
By Martha Inouye

www.greenempowerment.org




Develops renewable energy, clean water
delivery, and watershed restoration
systems in Latin America and Southeast
Asia.
We collaborate with rural communities
through our network of partner NGOs

BEN LINDER MEMORIAL FUND
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ben_Linder

Portland

Thailand

Guatemala
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“La luz que encendió brillará para
siempre.”

INITIAL EXPECTATIONS/PERCEPTIONS


Enthusiastic about their mission and goals







Renewable Energy
Community involvement and development

Ready to affect change while working for a
worthy cause to help those in need
A personalized experience

ON THE HOME FRONT: GES

HEADQUARTERS

MY ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Grant Writing – grounding a daunting task


Henry E. Niles Foundation




“Improved Health and Well-being through Water for
Villages in Peru, Nicaragua and the Philippines”

McCargar Foundation – BGET


“Solar Power for Medical Clinic and Student Dormitory”

MY ACCOMPLISHMENTS (CON’T)


Project Profiles - two-page spreads describing
current projects and activities

SKILL DEVELOPMENT


During my time at Green Empowerment, I was able
to:


Refine communicative skills (both oral and written) and
adaptability



Synthesize a variety of resource materials and
information



Develop technical writing and research skills



Demonstrate flexibility and commitment to learning



Formulate relevant questions and develop ways to
produce clear answers



Create visually intriguing documents in Adobe InDesign

INSIGHTS GAINED


The value of being assertive (theme reoccurring
again and again)








Put out your feelers. Make as many contacts within
the workplace as possible.

One’s productivity, in large part, depends upon
one’s initiative (school vs. jobs)
Reiterated that nothing is simple…Things take
time and coordination
Adapting to relationships

INSIGHTS GAINED (CON’T)






The variety of projects that I have completed and
am currently working on has given me the
opportunity to learn about conflicts and
epidemics of which I was previously unaware.
The setting in which I work is very important.
Most importantly, I have learned that there are
other paths that would better suit my goals and
passions

A GOOD ANALOGY OR SOMETHING


Internal structure and organization

AND WHAT ABOUT KEMPER?






An exploratory opportunity to work with an
organization which focuses on a local community,
environmental issues or local business
Provide an opportunity for interdisciplinary
interaction with your peers through a seminar
that meets periodically, in support of your
internship
Provide training and support in documenting and
presenting the work you have done in your
internship

GOAL 1: AN EXPLORATORY OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH
AN ORGANIZATION WHICH FOCUSES ON A LOCAL COMMUNITY,
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES OR LOCAL BUSINESS





The support provided through the Kemper
program helped me secure the internship as well
as benefit the most from the experience
An opportunity to receive valuable insights into a
chosen field through an internship and
interdisciplinary seminar


An outsider with an insider’s perspective

GOAL 2: PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY INTERACTION WITH YOUR PEERS THROUGH
A SEMINAR THAT MEETS PERIODICALLY, IN SUPPORT OF YOUR
INTERNSHIP







Provided a community with which to share my
experiences; a support network
Fostered interdisciplinary communication through
the blog and monthly meetings
Offered peer feedback, reassurance, and support as
well as a venue to release uneasiness and/or distress



Meetings were a space to debrief and seek guidance



Other experiences against which to judge our own

GOAL 3: PROVIDE TRAINING AND SUPPORT IN
DOCUMENTING AND PRESENTING THE WORK YOU HAVE DONE IN
YOUR INTERNSHIP





Learning how to present one’s work and
accomplishments is as equally as important as
gaining experience. Kemper aided in my ability
to present myself to an audience (presentation of
self)
Reflections gave an opportunity to reflect

CLOSING REMARKS




Throughout my entire experience with Green
Empowerment and the associated Kemper
program, I have had a large support network of
peers, supervisors, and instructors
Thank you to everyone who made this possible

